If your evacuation system goes down, your practice goes down with it.

Without proper cleaning and maintenance, your trap and evacuation lines can become clogged—putting added strain on your vacuum pump. The result? Costly repairs and down time.

PUREVAC’s proven to be the most effective cleaner for your system.

Its high-powered formula actually dissolves odor-forming debris, keeping lines open and suction strong and consistent. No wonder it’s the number-one selling evacuation system cleaner in the U.S.1  **

Trust PUREVAC to keep your system running smooth and clean.

To order, contact your dental supply dealer or visit www.sultanhealthcare.com

**Source: Strategic Dental Marketing, 2007.

Hands down... PUREVAC® cleans best.

An independent lab study compared leading brands of evacuation system cleaners and found that PUREVAC cleaned the best. To see the study, contact Sultan Healthcare.